Abstract-We investigated the registration of medical images based on the Normalized Tsallis entropy using mutual information measure. A prerequisite for successful registration is unambiguous maximum of mutual information. We discuss the framework of our algorithm with Normalized Tsallis entropy as the core. Further we propose a type II fuzzy based technique to select the optimal Tsallis parameter q which provides the best alignment. Consequently, specific instances of image registration involving rigid affine transformations were studied. Registration was applied to clinically acquired mammogram. The accuracy was compared with several other techniques. Our algorithm shows promising results. Further, the Need for Pre-registration in mammogram is discussed in detail. Our algorithm can be effective enough to replace Shannon and Tsallis entropy based affine registration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image registration is the determination of geometrical transformation that aligns points of one view of an object with the corresponding points in another view of that object. i.e. output is a geometrical transformation which is simply a mathematical mapping from one points to points in second. There are many image registration methods and they can be classified into many ways. Mutual information (MI)based technique is the most popular technique, because MI does not rely on the intensity values directly to measure correspondence between different images, but on their relative occurrence in each of the images separately and co-occurrence in both images combined. MI is insensitive to one-to-one intensity transformations and is capable of managing positive and negative intensity correlations simultaneously. MI is not based on intensity differences or intensity correlation, like other pixel-based registration criteria. The purpose of the registration (rigid) using MI is to reduce global spatial differences between corresponding images caused by the positioning difference during their J. Mohanalin is with the Indian Institute of Technology , Kanpur, India (corresponding author phone number: 0988914581).
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acquisition. By finding a set of parameters, tx, ty, and θ, capable of maximizing the MI between the two images, the best registration location is found. It has been found that MI based similarity measure can still fail for certain clinical images. Improved performance is detected by various normalization schemes. Current Validation also supports this theory. This paper shows the application of normalized Tsallis entropy (NTE) as a new method of rigid registration instead of traditional Shannon entropy (SE). The Paper is organized as follows. Section 2 Deals with the literature review of recent work in rigid image registration. Section 3 explains basics of our algorithm, and details of Normalized entropy. A new method to find optimal Tsallis parameter using Type II fuzzy set is proposed. The proposed algorithm is checked for mammograms with known simulated deformation and results with several validation techniques were shown in section 5. Section 6 contains the conclusion.
II. BRIEF SURVEY OF EXISTING WORKS IN IMAGE REGISTRATION:
The Shannon-MI has received tremendous attention 
III. REGISTRATION ALGORITHM
Let one of the images selected be the reference image, R(x,y) and other image be target image T(x,y). The MI based methods state that, for two images that are to be registered, the value of their MI will be maximal if the images are geometrically aligned. The NMI of two images is expressed in terms of the entropy of the images. Entropy is a measure of Mutual Information based Rigid Medical Image registration using Normalized Tsallis entropy and Type II fuzzy index.
Mohanalin, Prem Kumar Kalra and Nirmal Kumar uncertainty of the prediction of the intensity of a point in an image: for example, the entropy of a homogeneous image is zero since there is no uncertainty about the intensity of any of its pixel. On the contrary, an image containing a large number of equally distributed intensities has high entropy. The entropy terms needed for the computation of the NMI can be derived from the joint histogram, which is an estimation of the joint probability distribution of the intensities of two images. Joint histogram denotes the number of time that intensity couples occur at corresponding positions in the images. To test the algorithm, images were transformed by a rigid-body transformation scheme given a vector T equal to [tx, ty, θ], which corresponds to translations over x-and yaxes and a rotation through the centre of the image with an angle θ . Spline interpolation was used to fit the Target image T(x,y) to the grid of the reference image R(x,y) after each transformation.
A. Important steps of our algorithm:
2) Find MI using NTE for every possible θ and translational distances t x , t y. Calculate the best 9 possible transformation for various q.
3) Use Type II fuzzy set to calculate the fuzzy indices of floating images and reference image. 4) Find the maximum of ratio between fuzzy index of original image and floating images.
5) The maximum index denotes the correct Tsallis parameter q and the final θ and translational distances t x , t y 6) Interpolate to the new location using Spline based approach.
B. Normalized Tsallis entropy as similarity measure:
The generalized form of TE is written as:
Where K is the total number of possibilities of the system and the real number q is an entropic index that characterizes the degree of non-extensivity. The entropic index q characterizes the degree of non-extensivity of the system through the pseudo-additivity. NTE can be written from (1) as follows ( )
SuSvqSuSvSuv +−−− (3) The NTE measure tends to become minimum when the two distributions become equal. The registration procedure is an iterative process, and is terminated when NTE becomes sufficiently small. [15, 16, 17] Proves, TE, and the NTE all converge to the Boltzmann-Gibbs-Shannon entropy in the limit q → 1. Secondly, NTE are concave only for q € (0, 1), whereas the TE is always concave for any positive values of q, which makes more difficult to select the optimal value of q. In literature it is often found that value of q is calculated based on trial and error method.
C. Type II fuzzy set for perfect image registration.
As the selection of Tsallis parameter is not crisp, the selection of optimal q is done using Type II fuzzy set. Otherwise selection of automatic values of q seems to be impossible. To remove the uncertainty in q selection fuzzy theory seems to be beneficial. [18] Explained that type I fuzzy is still fuzzy, and termed it as ultra fuzziness. The basic idea behind this phase is to fuzzify the fuzzified image and find the fuzzy number which indicates how much the fuzzified image is fuzzy. Let θ A be the best fit declared by using MI. But vagueness prevails about selection of q parameter as it can vary from 0.1 to 0.9. This implies 9 best fits will be declared. The fuzzy index for original image is found using type II fuzzy set as follows.
The fuzzy index for floating images is found using type II fuzzy set as follows. Ratio between the indexes gives the similarity measure between reference image and floating image. The ratio will become unity in ideal case when images are aligned perfectly. Optimal value of q corresponding to the maximum index denotes optimal θ, tx, and ty. (6) Calculates the max index of the vagueness of image under study for various q values ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 for best θ and translational distances tx, ty. Figure 1 shows the fuzzy and ultra fuzzy membership functions [18] . Choosing a proper membership function is an application dependent problem. Some most commonly used membership functions are cone, exponential, and Cauchy function. Two factors are considered when we select the membership function for our algorithm: registration accuracy and computational intensity for evaluation a membership function.
-175 - Figure1 shows Type I fuzzy set and Type II fuzzy set. [18] We chose the Gaussian function due to its good expressiveness and high-computational efficiency. A cone function will not ensure that all inputs are fuzzified in some class. The intensities of an image are fuzzified to an interval [0, 1]. The Gaussian function can be written as . This is reasonable between robustness and speed. Because Powell is the most frequently used algorithms in this context, we used only this.
IV. APPLICATION TO MAMMOGRAMS. A NEED FOR PRE-REGISTRATION:
Mammogram registration is an important step in automatic detection of breast cancer. One critical step in mammogram registration is pre-registration step. Pre-registration is done to reduce the global differences, such that to make the Non-rigid registration procedure effective and accurate. The goal of the pre-registration is to find the optimal transformation to minimize the distance between the template image and floating image. To perform accurately, non-rigid registration schemes must need a good starting point and consequently, in general, some sort of pre-registration has to be performed [20] . Typically, an affine linear registration scheme is performed as pre-registration step. If the initial alignment is wayward, the non-linear matching procedure may perform poorly, i.e., does not converge to the needed result. Therefore, a good pre-registration step can be an important issue before performing the non-rigid approaches. In this research, a new MI based image registration technique is developed. The distance is measured using the measure based on NTE. Experimental results are shown in Figure 2 by comparing with several other techniques, the proposed method is computationally more efficient without sacrificing registration accuracy. We preprocess mammograms using [21,22] to remove the unwanted noise from mammogram thus becoming noise free.
V. VALIDATION OF RESULTS:
Correlation Coefficient, Sum of squared differences, L-norm, Kernel Density Estimate plot, Difference image are the various important measures used in image registration to validate. For a perfectly aligned image the L-Norm of difference between original image and simulated deformed image should be zero. But due to interpolation effects it may not be zero but closer to zero. Table 1 indicates the different values of L-norm of images before and after rigid registration is performed. Kernel Density Estimate KDE is a perfect tool to measure the perfect ness of rigid registration. For a perfectly registered image the KDE plot will be concentrated as a single line as shown in figure (4) . Figure (4 
VI. OBSERVATION AND CONCLUSION FROM EXPERIMENT RESULTS:
In this paper, we showed a new way to register image by using NTE and fuzzy type II technique. The proposed approach is very efficient for registering mammograms. The advantages of the proposed approach are: 1) Registration is lot better than existing SE NSE and TE technique; 2) Selection of Tsallis parameter is often an ill defined problem in existing techniques, forcing to employ trial and error method. We used Type II fuzzy technique to select q parameter 3) Predicting approximate θ, tx, and ty by visual inspection of misalignment of images leads to faster registration. 4) The proposed approach is validated for its perfect ness using several techniques like L-Norm, CC, SSD, θ error. It is found that our algorithm can register images more accurately and efficiently than some of existing rigid algorithms and it will be useful as Pre-registration step in Non-rigid mammogram registration.
The original mammograms and the simulated deformed images were shown. Also the image registration results of Shannon entropy based MI, NSE based MI, TE based MI, NTE based MI registration results were shown. 
